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By Grant Calof

Dynamic Forces Inc, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Natural disasters are woven into humankind s collective DNA. From the ancient Sumerian
Epic of Gilgamesh to the Book of Revelation, apocalyptic literature has permeated every chapter of
humankind. But what if those disasters weren t natural? What if those events were man-made? With
a best-seller, a bottomless bank account, and a bombshell girlfriend, reclusive author / adventurer
Kain Sennoa is the portrait of modern-day success - but he hides a dark, eternal secret no one
knows. at least no one on Earth. Unbeknownst to humankind, an off-world war has raged between
two immortal races to control our solar system - a millennia long battle that will finally come to an
end here on Earth. As a super-human assassin closes in on the last survivors of an ancient,
elemental race, Kain is forced to choose between revealing his true past, or sacrificing the woman
he loves! An original graphic novel from Liquid and Dynamite, written by Grant Calof (Hulk:
Unchained; H20), with art by Siddharth Kotian (Stranded) and Edison George (Beyond, Purgatory).
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The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I--  Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD
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